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So let’s get started!



I AM...
• Swede living in Dallas, TX
• Sr. Application Developer at Deep South Insurance
• Programming since 1982
• Web developer since 1994
• Notes/Domino developer since 1996
• Lotusphere/Connect attendee since 1997
• IBM Champion since 2014
• http://blog.texasswede.com
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(very short about myself): �My name is Karl-Henry Martinsson, and I am a developer.(wait a second for for ”hi Karl-Henry” just in case)



My Story
• Old infrastucture

 Domino 8.5.2 server and Notes 8.5.2 Basic client

• Company unwilling to upgrade
 Memory requirements for Standard client
 Citrix environment – limited memory available
 Upper management thinks Notes/Domino is legacy

• Management requests
 New web applications with modern look-and-feel
 Future mobile support (phone/tablet)
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So why did I decide to do this session?Mainly to help other developers who are in a similar situation as I am.(recap slide)



Why not XPages?
• Infrastructure not supporting XPages (Domino 8.5)
• No XPages development skills
• Tight deadline – no time to learn
• Better control of versions
• Access to frameworks not yet in Domino (e.g. jQuery)
• jQuery/Bootstrap plugin availability
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So why not use Xpages? There are both pros and cons. Xpages are powerful and you can do things you simply cant do in the classic Notes client. If you have been to some of the Xpage-related sessions here at Connect, either this year or in the last several years, you have seen some amazing things being done.In my case we (still) have an older infrastructure where Xpages is not running well.As I am the only Notes/Domino developer at my company, there is really no time for me to sit down and train on Xpages. Management is also looking at Domino as a legacy platform and they don’t want to invest in training for it. That is why I am paying for Lotusphere... I mean IBM Connect... out of my own pocket.Other benefits of not using Xpages is that you are not limited to the versions of for example Dojo IBM delivers with the server. You have better control of the versions, and can also add frameworks that is not yet included with the Domino server. If you like me already know for example jQuery and Bootstrap, you can use those skills here, combine them with your existing Domino and Lotusscript skills and you can build amazing things.



Bootstrap and jQuery to the Rescue!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what I created recently for work, a prototype of one of our Notes applications moved to the web using Bootstrap and jQuery, connected to a Domino server.The users who saw it really liked it, especially the dynamic filter/search function in the view and the clean modern look.



How does it work?
How do you do this?
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So how does this work, and how do we do something like this?



How does it work?

.NSF
Ajax call

JSON data

• HTML and CSS
• jQuery (Javascript)
• Choice of framework

 Bootstrap
 jQuery UI / jQuery Mobile
 and many more...

• Process Ajax from browser
• Generate and return JSON

 Lotusscript agents
 XPages agents
 ?ReadViewEntries
 ExtLib REST Service control
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We have a web page somewhere. It can be a page or a form in a Domino database, a file in the HTML directory on your Domino server, or on a totally different webserver. This page is like any other webpage built using HTML and CSS. I will use Bootstrap in my examples, but you can use other frameworks like jQuery UI or jQuery Mobile, Foundation, Pure, HTML KickStart, Zimit or one of the many other ones avalilable out there to make the page look good.We then use jQuery, a Javascript library that makes it easier and faster to write the code, to talk with the Domino server and the .NSF database.We perform Ajax calls to the server, which in turn generates JSON which is returned to the webpage/browser and processed there.I will show you how to write Lotusscript code that will process the incoming request and generate JSON to return. Actually, we will be using JSONP, but I will get to that later.There are other ways to generate JSON, like Xpages agents, calling a view directly with ?ReadViewEntries and using the Extension Library REST Services. But we will focus on using your existing skills, so Lotusscript it is. 



How to add jQuery to a web page

• Load jQuery from Content Delivery Network (CDN)
 Start with // (no protocol)

• Works with and without SSL – no code modification needed

• Will not work on local pages, must be on a web server

• CDN available from Google, Microsoft and others
• Download and use local files if desired

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">
<title>Demo – IBM Connect 2016</title>
<script src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.11.1/jquery.min.js"></script>
<script src="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.5/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script>
<link href="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.5/css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet">
<link href="myapplication.css" rel="stylesheet">



How to add Bootstrap to a web page

• Bootstrap loaded from BootstrapCDN.com
 Minified version of the files is smaller and loads faster
 Other CDN sources also available
 Can download and use local files just as with jQuery

• Add any plugins after jQuery and Bootstrap is loaded
• Local CSS located after Bootstrap CSS and any plugin

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">
<title>Demo – IBM Connect 2016</title>
<script src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.11.1/jquery.min.js"></script>
<script src="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.5/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script>
<link href="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.5/css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet">
<link href="myapplication.css" rel="stylesheet">



Use Lotusscript to generate 
JSON/JSONP from Domino
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So let’s talk about how we generate the JSON. As I just mentioned, I will show how to do this using Lotusscript.



Lotusscript Class to Generate JSON
• Simplify JSON creating in Lotusscript

 Text values (strings) – fix quotes to avoid bad JSON
 Boolean values (true/false)
 Status value (success or error)
 Returns MIME type and JSON string
 Also supports JSONP data
 Script library in downloadable sample database

• Also available on http://blog.texasswede.com
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I created a simple class which will generate the JSON for me. It is nothing fancy, just a helper for me. You can find it on my blog and also included with teh sample database from this session, it will be available for download on my blog in a day or so.The class will return a status (success or error) that we can read on the browser side. It also returns values (strings and true/false) and generates the proper MIME type for the data.In addition to returning JSON I added the ability to return JSONP (JSON with Padding), which we will discuss shortly.



Sample Lotusscript Code to generate JSON
Option Public
Option Declare
Use "Class.JSON"

Sub Initialize
'*** Custom class
Dim json As JSONData

'*** Create new JSONData object
Set json = New JSONData()

'*** Generate JSON to return
Call json.SetValue("PhoneNumber", "817-555-1212")
Call json.SetValue("Email", "texasswede@gmail.com")
Call json.SetValue("Name", "Karl-Henry Martinsson")
json.success = True
'*** Return JSON to calling browser
Call json.SendToBrowser()

End Sub
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And this is how you use the class.



What is JSONP?
• Security limitation in JSON – only works within same server
• JSONP (JSON with Padding) addresses this:

 Create call-back function on client to receive return data
 Return data is a Javascript function call containing JSON
JSON return data:
{"firstName":"Karl-Henry", "lastname":"Martinsson","email":"texasswede@gmail.com"}

JSONP return data:
personCallBack({"firstName":"Karl-Henry", "lastname":"Martinsson","email":"texasswede@gmail.com"})

Javascript/jQuery call-back function:
function personCallBack(data) { 

$("#firstName").html(data["firstName"]);
$("#lastName").html(data["lastName"]);
$("#emailAddress").html(data["email"]); 

}

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSONP stands for ”JSON with Padding”, and is a way to overcome cross-domain restrictions in browsers. Normally Ajax calls that return JSON only works within the same server, which is a prette severe limitation.What we do is to return a Javascript function call conatining the JSONdata. The call is then executed in the web browser, so the corresponding function must exist there. 



Sample Lotusscript Code to generate JSONP
Option Public
Option Declare
Use "Class.JSON"

Sub Initialize
'*** Custom class
Dim json As JSONData

'*** Create new JSONData object
Set json = New JSONData()

'*** Generate JSON to return
Call json.SetValue("PhoneNumber", "817-555-1212")
Call json.SetValue("Email", "texasswede@gmail.com")
Call json.SetValue("Name", "Karl-Henry Martinsson")
json.success = True
'*** Return JSON to calling browser
Call json.SendJSONPToBrowser(“personCallBack")

End Sub
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This is how you return JSONP with my class. You only make one small change.



Use a plugin to create 
a Notes view on steroids

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK, let’s start with the fun! I will show you how to create a Notes view on steroids on the web.



Bootstrap Table Plugin
• Plugin by @wenzhixin
• Get it at http://bootstrap-table.wenzhixin.net.cn/ 
• CDN hosted version at CloudFlare.com
• Minimal HTML markup
• Javascript used to define columns and setting
• MIT License – no restrictions on usage
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For this I am using a free plugin called bootstrap-table. It uses minimal HTML markup and has a lot of functionality, like sorting, filtering and paging.



Overview
• Lotusscript agent on server
• Web page using Bootstrap and bootstrap-table plugin
• Use JSONP to return data from server to plugin
• Why JSONP?

 Most likely page will be on a different server
 Still works if page is on the same server
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We will use a Lotusscript agent on the server, which will return JSONP. I will use JSONP in all my examples, as it works both on the same server and on different servers. In most cases your web page will be on a separate server anyway.



HTML code
<script src="//cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/bootstrap-table/1.9.1/bootstrap-table.min.js"></script>

<link rel="stylesheet" href="//cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/bootstrap-table/1.9.1/bootstrap-table.min.css">

<div id="tableToolbar">
<div class="toolbarText">My Contacts</div>

</div>
<table id="contactTable"></table>
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This is the relevant HTML code.I am loading bootstrap-table from the CDN and add some basic HTML.



jQuery code
$("#contactTable").bootstrapTable({

url: 'ajax_GetAllContacts.jsonp?OpenAgent',
dataType: 'jsonp',
search: true,
showRefresh: true,
pagination: true,
pageSize: 25,
classes: "table-condensed table-hover table-striped tableContent",
toolbar: "#tableToolbar",
columns: [{

field: 'FirstName',
title: 'First Name',
width: 80,
sortable: true

}, {
field: 'LastName',
title: 'Last Name',
width: 90,
sortable: true

}, 
…
…

});

function callbackGetAllContacts(data) {
$("#contactTable").bootstrapTable('load', data);

}

Presenter
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Next I use some jQuery to initialize the HTML table and apply the bootstrap-table look and functionality to it.The plugin, like most jQuey plugins, is configured by passing a Javascript object with config parameters to it.The first two  values define where the data is coming from, in this case we are are using the URL of our Lotusscript agent, and we tell the plugin that the data type returned is JSONP.�The rest of the values is just to define the columns with labels, width, what value from the JSON to display, etc.You also see the callback function. All it does is to read the JSON data and load it into the bootstrap-table.



Lotusscript agent
'*** Agent Name: ajax_GetAllContacts.jsonp
'*** -------------------------------------
'*** Get all documents in view to process
Set db = session.CurrentDatabase
Set view = db.GetView("(LookupContactsByLastName)")
Set col = view.AllEntries

'*** Loop through all entries and build JSON to return
Set entry = col.GetFirstEntry
Do Until entry Is Nothing

'*** Build JSON for each entry and add to string
Set json = New JSONData()
Call json.SetValue("LastName", CStr(entry.ColumnValues(0)))
Call json.SetValue("FirstName", CStr(entry.ColumnValues(1)))
Call json.SetValue("Company", CStr(entry.ColumnValues(2)))
Call json.SetValue("Address", CStr(entry.ColumnValues(3)))
Call json.SetValue("City", CStr(entry.ColumnValues(4)))
Call json.SetValue("State", CStr(entry.ColumnValues(5)))
Call json.SetValue("ZIP", CStr(entry.ColumnValues(6)))
Call json.SetValue("DocUNID", CStr(entry.ColumnValues(9)))
'*** Add new JSON to existing JSON string
jsonString = jsonString + json.GetJSON() + "," + Chr$(13)
Set entry = col.GetNextEntry(entry)

Loop

Performance Tip
Create a view containing all the values you need, one 
column for each value you want to access.

In the code create a NotesViewEntryCollection and 
loop through it using GetFirstEntry/GetNextEntry.

Use the ColumnValues property of the NotesViewEntry 
to read the values from view columns.

This will be faster than opening each NotesDocument 
to read values. Values are already indexed in the view.
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Let’s take a quick look at the Lotusscript agent. It is nothing that you probably haven’t done thousands of times. You get a view in a database, loop through all the view entries, read the values and use the class to generate JSON for the entry. All strings are also added together into a main string.



Lotusscript agent cont.
'*** Remove the trailing comma and line break if we have data
If Len(jsonString) > 4 then

jsonString = Left$(jsonString,Len(jsonString)-2)
End If

'*** Add brackets around array
jsonString = "[ " + Chr$(13) + jsonString + Chr$(13) + "]"

'*** MIME Header to tell browser what kind of data we will send
Print "content-type: application/javascript"

'*** Send JSONP back to browser
Print "callbackGetAllContacts(" + jsonString + ")"

MIME content-type
JSON should be returned to the browser as 
application/json, encoded as UTF-8

JSONP should be returned to the browser as 
application/javascript.
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Finally we remove the trailing comma and line break, add square brackest around the main string to indicate that this is an array of JSON objects and finally we send back the SJONP (and it’s MIM type) to the calling browser.



The result
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And thsi is what it looks like when we are done.



Improved version – CRUD functionality

Create
Read
Update
Delete

Presenter
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I also created an improved version where you can click on a contact to see the details, edit them, delete contacts and create brand new ones. The code is in the sample database. It builds on the previous code, but have a few more agents for the different functions. 



Display Domino data 
as a web calendar

Presenter
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Finally I will show how you can create a nice calendar of events stored in a Notes database.



Web calendar using FullCalendar

Presenter
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I am using another free plugin for this, called FullCalendar. This is what it looks like when done. A calendar to the left and details of the selected event to the right.



JSON event data from Domino
[ {
"id":"A4B85AA10AD64D7C86257F31000EFDAD",
"title":"Lessons Learned: Administering our Internal IBM Development Hybrid Environment - SCN Iris",
"start":"01/31/2016 01:00 PM",
"end":"01/31/2016 02:00 PM",
"className":"eventData eventDataJS",
"editable":true
},
{
"id":"0F89CB2569777F3586257F31001602E4",
"title":"The XPages of Things: Integrate Bluemix with Your XPages Applications for a World of Possibilities",
"start":"01/31/2016 03:45 PM",
"end":"01/31/2016 04:45 PM",
"className":"eventData eventDataJS",
"editable":true
},
{
"id":"97BF6CCAB1734AE986257F3100165A81",
"title":"Opening General Session Part I: Turn Moments into Momentum",
"start":"02/01/2016 08:00 AM",
"end":"02/01/2016 09:30 AM",
"className":"eventData eventDataCGS",
"editable":true
},
{
"id":"2ED3701BA208B86886257F31001674E0",
"title":"Opening General Session Part II: The Future of Work Comes to Life",
"start":"02/01/2016 10:15 AM",
"end":"02/01/2016 11:15 AM",
"className":"eventData eventDataCGS",
"editable":true
},

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the JSON format the plugin need. Each event has a unique ID (I use the Notes document ID), a title, start and end time and a boolean true/false value indicating if it can be edited (moved/resized) or not.



FullCalendar plugin
• Download available at fullcalendar.io
• Hosted at cdn.cloudflare.com
• Extensive functionality and options
• Comprehensive documentation
• MIT License

Presenter
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You can find the download as well as documentation at fullcalendar.io.



Web calendar functions
• Move or resize calendar event

 Calendar generates and sends data to server:
• New start date/time and end date/time

• Calendar entry ID – Notes DocUNID is very useful!

 Lotusscript agent read values and update document

• Click on calendar event
 Read ID of entry
 Make Ajax call to get all document fields as JSON
 Display returned values in event detail panel

Presenter
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(describe fucntionality)



Web calendar functions cont.
• Switch view between month, week and day
• Only requesting data for visible dates

 Sends start date and end date to server
 Make sure server agent reads the date range
 Server should only return calendar entries within range

• Dialog box to confirm changes
• Popup alert to notify about success or failure of action



Potential improvements to your calendar
• Full CRUD functionality

 Edit selected entry
 Delete selected entry
 Create new event

• All-day events
• Your imagination is (pretty much) the limit!

Presenter
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You can of course add plenty of functionality to the calendar, like I did to the table earlier. I also did not show things like all-day events and other functionality the calendar supports.



Thank you
Please fill out the session evaluation!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you! Please fill out the session evaluations online.
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